Results from the Dressage Competition on 27 October 2018

Class 1: Novice
1st Ashlyn Chiu – PR162 Chatterbox
2nd Lucy Armitage – PR145 Amber
3rd Chloe Phipps – PR214 Eiluns Josie
4th Jade Ng – PR185 Magpie

Class 2: Intermediate
1st Kirsty Armitage – PR242 Toby
2nd Kate Lui – PR162 Chatterbox
3rd Katreesa Lam – PR213 Zoraya
4th Cherise Huetinck – PR236 Joyton Yum Yum
5th Mia Phipps – PR236 Joyton Yum Yum
6th Anya Law – PR162 Chatterbox
6th Sharihann Chao – PD35 Lucy

Highly Commended:
Octavia Powell – PD35 Lucy

Congratulations!
WELL DONE!